
Beware of Knockoffs

Cartostrip Ltd., founded in 2008, revolutionized the stripping 
process in the folding carton and corrugated industries. Its 
Cartostrip product, featuring a powerful motor and two-handed 
operation, ensures safe and efficient stripping. Remarkable cost 
savings and improved productivity makes Cartostrip a must-have 
in today's production environment.

Cartostrip Stripping Devices — 
Since 2008

The Cartostrip machine has become a target for imitation by 
various sub-par engineering operations in China and India. These 
imitation machines are being sold at low prices, which may initially 
seem appealing to potential buyers.

However, purchasers of these knockoff products quickly find 
themselves filled with regret for several reasons. Firstly, these 
machines are constructed with lightweight materials, resulting in 
reduced durability and reliability compared to genuine Cartostrip 
devices. Moreover, they are ergonomically challenging to use. Yet, 
the most significant concern revolves around safety.

The cost to an employer in the event of an injury caused by a cheap 
and unsafe machine far outweighs the expense of purchasing a 
better and safer alternative. Cartostrip is bound by the European  
CE marking system that guarantees machines have undergone 
testing and meet the required standards. In contrast, the cheap 
imitations often lack proper marking, or worse, bear false markings.

The Cartostrip device is the sole HSE-approved (equivalent to 
OSHA) hand-held stripping device, featuring appropriate guards 
and a two-handed operation. The authorities are even considering 
a ban on machines that can be operated with a single hand, not to 
mention those equipped with long teeth on the stripping chains.

Safety Risks

Cartostrip machines are made in the U.K. to the highest standard 
for safety, reliability and durability and have set the bar when it 
comes to industry standards. As they say, "We are often copied but 
never bettered".

The use of a hand held stripper is of enormous benefit to both the 
company and its operators:

• Reduce stripping labor costs by 85%

• Reduce the risk of operator injury

• As blanks are cleaner, it improves gluer through-put or 
assembly

• Improves working conditions

• Return on investment within a few months of purchase

Why Cartostrip is the Right Choice

While a machine priced at half the cost of the Cartostrip tool 
may initially seem enticing, it poses significant risks to operators 
and those in their vicinity. These risks can easily be avoided. 
Remember, buying cheap now may result in purchasing twice and 
facing substantial injury claims. It truly represents a false economy, 
especially when our machine will likely pay for itself within a few 
months.

Ask yourself: is it truly worth taking such a risk?

Even if customers decide not to purchase from us, we believe it is 
our responsibility to inform them and prospective buyers about the 
ongoing situation.
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